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Lightening Version

unified account of degree surprisingly with bare
adjectives and comparative constructions.
• a modification and extension of Nouwen’s (2011)
account to the comparative.
• Our proposal is extendable cross-linguistically where
degree surprisingly shows the same distribution.
•a

a differential reading in the comparative.
• propositional reading is also available.
(3)

Gabriel is surprisingly taller than Tania.

• differential reading of (3): The degree

resulting from the difference between Gabriel’s
and Tania’s height is what is surprising.
Degree surprisingly
• Crucially, NOT the degree corresponding to
Gabriel’s or Tania’s height (6= degree reading)
• propositional reading of (3): The proposition
• When appearing with bare degree adjectives,
(= Gabriel is taller than Tania) is surprising to the
adverbial modifiers like surprisingly can either modify
speaker’s expectation.
the proposition or the degree (Nouwen 2011).
• Degree/differential readings do not arise

(1)

Alex is tall.

(2)

Alex is surprisingly tall.

when surprisingly and a measure phrase co-occur
(4)-(5)

propositional reading of (2): The proposition
(=Alex is tall) is surprising to the speaker.
degree reading of (2): The degree of Alex’s height is
surprising to the speaker.

Proposed Analysis

• The syntax for a bare adjective is in (6-a) and in (6-b)

Denotation of surprisingly

Novel Observation
• Surprisingly (and similar expressions) give rise to

• We propose...

General Assumptions

• Only one adverb slot (for degree/measure expressions)

modifying a bare adjective/the comparative construction is
available.

(4)

Gabriel is surprisingly 6 feet tall.

(5)

G is surprisingly 2 inches taller than A.

• Similar adverbs also work: amazingly, incredibly,

for the comparative, in which one adverb slot is
available (Morzycki 2015).
(6)

a.
b.

[DegP Deg A ]
[DegP Deg [α more A than y ] ]

• A degree morpheme Deg can combine with an

adjective A or the comparative.
• Deg is the attachment site of pos, surprisingly and measure

• surprisingly is a degree morpheme of type

hhe, hs, dii, he, hs, tiii (cf. Nouwen 2011).
• Crucially, with surprisingly, the denotation is the
comparison of degrees in different worlds.
(8)
JsurprisinglyK =
λmhe,hs,diiλxeλws[∀ws0 ∈ExpS [m(x)(w)>m(x)(w0)]]

phrases (e.g., 6 feet)
• Adjectives and the comparative (i.e., of (7) prior to

adding Deg) are of type he, hs, dii (Kennedy & Levin
2008).
• An adjective A denotes a measure function m that
takes individuals and worlds and gives a degree in
the scale associated with it (7-a).
• The comparative α denotes a differential measure
↑
function md just like m except that the degree
returned for an individual in its domain represents
the difference between the individual’s projection on
the scale and a degree d (of the comparative
standard m(y)) (7-b).
(7)

strangely, etc. (Nouwen 2011)

Targeting the Differential Degree

a.
b.

= λxeλws[m(x)(w)]
↑
JαK = λyeλxeλws[mm(y)(x)(w)]

JAK

surprisingly vs pos
• pos, like surprisingly, is also a degree morpheme of

type hhe, hs, dii, he, hs, tiii.
(9)

JposK

=

λmhe,hs,diiλxeλws[m(x)(w) ≥ stnd(m)(w)]

Putting it all together:
is surprisingly tall.K =
λws[∀ws0 ∈ ExpS [tall(a)(w) > tall(a)(w0)]]
JG is surprisingly taller than T.K =
↑
↑
0
λws[∀ws ∈ ExpS [talltall(t)(g)(w) > talltall(t)(g)(w0)]]
JA

A Unified Account?

• What is relevant is the difference between the two heights—not the actual heights of the individuals.
• Thus, sentence (3), namely, Gabriel is surprisingly taller than Tania is felicitous in context (b), not (a).
• This provides further evidence for the claim that one (perhaps the) crucial aspect of comparatives is a differential degree.

• The distribution of adverbs like surprisingly is similar cross-linguistically.
• This

includes “degreeless” languages like Japanese (and Korean) (Beck et al. 2005).
• This suggests that a unified account is possible—at least when differential degrees are considered.

7’2”
Speaker: I expect Gabriel
to be about 6 feet tall.

Tania

Gabriel

(a) You see Gabriel and Tania in the distance
and you see that Gabriel is way taller than
Tania. You think Gabriel is 6 feet. Upon closer
inspection, you realize Gabriel is over 7 feet
tall. (But your perception of Gabriel's and
Tania's height difference has not changed.)

(b) You see Gabriel and Tania in the distance and
you see that Gabriel is taller than Tania. You think
Gabriel is taller than Tania by 2 inches. Upon
closer inspection, you realize that Gabriel is
actually 10 inches taller than Tania.

10in

Tania

Speaker: I expect Gabriel
to be 2 inches taller
than Tania.

Gabriel
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Language
With a bare adjective
With the comparative
Dutch
John is verbazingwehhend lang.
John is verbazingwehhend langer dan Bill.
Spanish
Gabriel es sorprendentemente alto. Gabriel es sorprendentemente más alto que Tania.
Italian Gianni é sorprendentemente piú alto.
Gianni é sorprendentemente piú alto di Bill.
Polish
Jan jest dziwnie wysoki.
?Jan jest dziwnie wyższy od Bila.
Korean
John-wa emcheongnake ki-ka ku-ta.
John-un Bill-puta emcheongnake ki-ta ku-ta.
Japanese
Taro-wa odoroku-hodo se-ga taka-i
Taro-wa odoroku-hodo Bill-yori se-ga taka-i.

